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This book is mostly based on the evolution of the subject from the 7th International Conference on
Material Science and the Related Systems, held in Perth, Australia in 2002, to the 2006 8th

International Conference on Solid State and Integrated Circuit Technology, Shanghai, China. The
main areas covered include the development of analytical techniques, their applications, and the

resulting correlation between molecular structure and behaviour. The book also tries to explain the
nature of processes which take place at the macro- and micro-scales of biology, and these concepts

have to be carefully interpreted and applied in order to understand biological functions. Chapters
review: General considerations of physical processes in biology; mechanisms of protein-protein

interaction; self-assembly of nucleic acids (and proteins) into dynamic nanostructures; behavior of
biological assemblies (cells, viruses and organisms); membrane molecular self-assembly and

function; protein and peptide channels, pores and ion channels; principles of catalytic reactions and
enzymes in action; enzymes-chemical synthesis and metabolic pathways; protein and gene

regulation, and cell-cell signaling; and biological nanomaterials. This text represents an impressive
effort from the international community that led to the previous conferences. The 9 chapters

addressed are: General Considerations of physical processes in biology; mechanisms of protein-
protein interaction; self-assembly of nucleic acids (and proteins) into dynamic nanostructures;

behavior of biological assemblies (cells, viruses and organisms); membrane molecular self-assembly
and function; protein and peptide channels, pores and ion channels; principles of catalytic reactions
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